CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

5.1 Conclusions

With reference to the research finding conclusions are drawn as the following.

(1). Grammatical metaphor coded in process form started from relocating process to thing and relocating thing to possessor. It means that grammatical metaphor condenses a clause complex into a simple single clause in which things are relocated as possessor and process are relocated as thing by burring material and other types of processes in nominalization and provide relation process to indicate relations between or among thing.

(2). Grammatical metaphor is coded in business report by reducing complexity of grammar into simplicity of clause structure and also because of the limitation of column or space that is available. However, the process of turning process into thing and thing to process increases the number of lexical density. In other words whereas grammatical metaphor reduces grammatical complexity, it increases lexical density.

5.2. Suggestions

In relation to the conclusions above, suggestions are staged as the following.

(1). It is suggested that students of English Department should have a good knowledge in grammatical metaphor by which they can easily investigate the position and the function of grammatical metaphor in text through systemic
functional linguistics. Then the students can apply this system in comprehending the messages in texts and their scientific writings.

(2).a. It is suggested that other researchers do further research on grammatical metaphor to other phenomena or other media to see the contras and the comparison of grammatical metaphor between the phenomena.

b. It is advised that to the readers by knowing experiential metaphor in order to increase their ability to get crucial information from the other reading material.